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Gloves

Cut-Resistant Kevlar®

  Tuff-Knit KV™ 
Cut-Resistant Kevlar® Gloves
The reliable cut and slash protection of Kevlar
Gloves knitted with 100% Kevlar fiber provide excellent protection from cuts, slashes, 
and abrasion. Kevlar withstands temperatures up to 900ºF (480ºC) without breaking down. 
Seamless knit construction eliminates uncomfortable seams that can rub or chafe. Easily 
laundered with minimized shrinkage.

86111-50

Catalog
number Size Thickness

Price per pair
1 pr 12 pr

CV-86111-50 Mens’ Lightweight $3.50 $3.15
CV-86111-51 Ladies’ 3.25 2.93
CV-86111-52 Mens’ Mediumweight 5.50 4.95
CV-86111-53 Ladies’ 5.50 4.95
CV-86111-54 Mens’ Heavyweight 10.50 9.45
CV-86111-55 Ladies’ 10.00 9.00

  Tuff-Coat™ 
Nitrile-Coated Kevlar® Gloves
Cut resistance of Kevlar with the added grip of nitrile
These Tuff-Coat gloves are constructed of a seamless Kevlar shell dipped in nitrile. The 
green nitrile coating on the palm and fingertips provides an excellent wet or dry grip, and 
adds a level of abrasion resistance to the cut resistant Kevlar without sacrificing dexterity 
or flexibility. Nitrile is also resistant to solvents and other chemicals. The backs are open to 
provide ventilation.

86411-08

Catalog
number Size

Price per pair
1 pr 12 pr

CV-86411-06 Small $8.75 $7.88
CV-86411-07 Medium 8.75 7.88
CV-86411-08 Large 8.75 7.88
CV-86411-09 X-large 8.75 7.88

81611-50

 Vantage® Cut-Resistant Gloves
Maximum safety without sacrificing dexterity, durability, or comfort
Ansell’s Vantage series integrates Kevlar® fiber plated with a polyester/cotton blend 
to provide increased cut protection without the added bulk. Due to an exclusive 
blend of fibers and a unique manufacturing process, Vantage gloves are lightweight 
and comfortable, increasing employee compliance and reducing potential for injury. 
They are ideal for work environments where sharp tools and materials are handled. 
Available as a standard weight or heavyweight loop-in terry. Provide ANSI level 4 
cut protection.

Catalog
number Size Thickness

Price per pair
1 pr 12 pr

CV-81611-50 7

Standard weight

$11.25 $10.13
CV-81611-51 8 11.25 10.13
CV-81611-52 9 11.25 10.13
CV-81611-53 10 11.25 10.13
CV-81611-60 7

Heavyweight loop-in terry

16.00 14.40
CV-81611-61 8 16.00 14.40
CV-81611-62 9 16.00 14.40
CV-81611-63 10 16.00 14.40

Connect With Us

https://www.somatco.com
https://www.facebook.com/somatco.ksa
https://twitter.com/somatco_ksa
https://www.instagram.com/somatco/
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https://www.pinterest.com/somatcodotcom/
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